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PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
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PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
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MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 8th November 1979. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.21 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets • 
• 
From 31st December to 29th October, 1979, the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average ex~ernal supplies of crude oil 
rose by 64% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar> prices of the principal oil products (crude oil 
and imported finished products) increased by an average of around 53% 
in the Community; 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 103% instead of 53%. 
"T 
BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E.:No 21 Q!b:~!i!'t=~~hb{I!~=====~~=~ 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBOO~AOAIRES DES PRIX HQRS OROITS ET TAXES, A ~A ~9N$QMMATI0N DANS LA ~O~MUNAUTi 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRJCES ~EVELS IN THE COM,UNITY._ TAXES AND DUTl~S EXCb~~EO (1~ 
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• 29.10 .i979/15.12.1978 _ -· 
d) variations en/in X ·-- ' .._ ··- I . I I 
cotaticos Platts/ +67% +?ox _ +i29% •129% 


















(1) Niveau ces prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiQ~is et ainsi reprisentatifs selQn Les meilleures estimations 
des ex~erts .des Eta ts mernbres du marche petrol ier de cha(:""' Etat membre. 
Price level : price level ~ost often applied and thu~ r.;~~sentqtive ac~ording to ·the best estimates of the experts of 
the r.e~ber states of the oil r.ia·rket in e.:ich r.:e,:1oer s-tatc. 
C2) La _ _t:'.:)_Y<;:'1:-;e res_ulte_d'une pcr,c.eration- des ~~2.ntites cons0:-~~,,,-s de i;hac\J~ prcduit co.,cerr:e au coui-s cu 1er trbestre 19"'' 
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INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
-
Bruxelles, 15th November 1979. 
CO .... ISSION OIL BULLETIN N0)2 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Co•mission on the 1n1t1ative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
Prices for petroleum products without taxes 
Fro• 31st December to 5th November 1979 the prtce1 of crude o1l and 
petroleum products have evolved es follows: 
a> FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude o1l 
rose by 65% as a result of the decisions)aken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar> prices of the principal o1l products <crude oil 
and imported finished products> increased by en average of eround55X 
in the Community; 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 








Sell1np price of petroleUII products 
The Petroleum Bulletin No. 22 contains amongst other things, annexed, 
two tables which indicate at 15th August 1979 consumption price levels 
most often used, including taxes, for each of the principal petroleum 
products in the Member States of the Community. 
These prices, expressed in the national currency of each "ember States, 
(with an indication at the given date of the rate of exchange against 
the dollar and the European Unity of Account) are made up by adding on 
the one hand the price less tax <estimated on a weekly basis in eech of 
the Commission's Petroleum Bulletins>and the different laws in force in 
each Member Country.The Commission shall publish monthly as from now in 
its petroleum bulletin this indication relative to the consumption price • 
• 
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Ov~LEiIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO 22 
c:~ E~f~;~-e~~~f!I~-----=~=~ 
- ---------------------
HIVEAUX IN~iCATIFS HESOO~A,AIRES DES PRIX HORS OROiiS ET TAXES A LA CONSC~~ATION OANS LA CO~XUNAUT£ 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSU~ER PRICES LEVELS IN THE co~~UNlTY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au : 5 ·novembre 1979 Prices at: 5th November 1979. 
Essence super Essence nort:1ale Ga soil moteur Gasoil chauffagt Fuel rch iduel 
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c> v~riation ~oyennc sur 
~rocuits c:cncernes/ 
• wei~hted average on 
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• ~/11/ .~979/1S.12.1978 
d) vzr;aticns en/in X 
cctltic..,s Platts/ 












. I . +791 
. .. 
. 
+471 X, +'iA~ 
• 
+551 • • 
. ... 
' 
I +1411 .. I +1411 I +911 
(1) hiveau ces prix: niveau des pr;x le plus souvent prati~ues et ainsi representatifs selcn Les ~eilleures esti~aticns 
des ex;er:s .:ies Etats r.c--:-~res cu :,arche cetrolier de cha~ue Etat r.'!('!':'lbre. 
. 
Pric:e level : price level ~est o~ten a~pl1ed and t~us re~rese~tativc ac:cordin~ to the test esti~ates of the ex~erts of 
the r. e- ·o ~ r !: ~ J t es o 1 t:, e c i l :'" :! :- i( e: in e.:, ch r.'. e-.: er state. • 
• 
<2> la ~oye:"~.~ r~s.;t:e d';.;ne .c=~~_era:io:i d<?s ~:..:.r.:ites cc..,sc--ees c!e c~ac ... .? crcc1.it c::ic~rr:~ .1u cou;s ~u 1er tri::testre 1979. 
The aver~;c results of ~e,~~:1r.g t~e quant1t,~s cc~s~~ed tor each prcduc:t concerned durin~ t~e first ~~ar~cr of 1979. 
• 
;.-....-~ .. _.-...-._ .. ---. --- .,. --------------- ---------------------
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PRIX OE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS Annexe • 
,x pour 1.000 L (en monnaies nationales) 
Essence super 
Prix moyens 
Oroits Hors Drotts 
Taxes Taxes 
.GIOUE (fB) 10.150 1.330 
IEMARK Cl<r) 2493,48 1456,52 
.EMAGN! (DM) 562,88 505,22 
INCE (Ff) 1912,80 1137,20 
.ANOE (t) 119,89 148,35 
\LIE (lires> 360.600 189.400 
<EMBOUffC 08) 
rs-BAS (Fl ) 676,53 555,47 
'AUME-UNI ~ ·115,03 145,92 
,x de change au 13 aout 1979 
PRI)( P~A!IC!YJJ ~y : 1~ ~~tf!, 1Jll 




Ptix de Droits Hors Droits Prix de 
vente Taxes ·Taxes vente 
• 
18.480 10.090 7.980 18.070 
3950,00 2485,06 1414,94 3900,00 
1068, 10 557,69 465,31 10?.'3,00 
30S0,00 1792,70 1047,30 2840 
2~,24 119,43 143,90 263,33 
550.000 351.040 178.960 530.000 
123l 67f,35 526,6.5 1191 





Oro its Hors Droits 
Taxes Taxes 
4.500 7.800 
69?.,00 148~ .. oo 
537,.00 506,10 
i i063, 10 i 936,90 I 58,49 ' 155.87 l 
54.709 187 .291 
308,13 489,87 
127,33 143,46 
• 29.185 FB. - 5.25 Kr. - 1.822 OM. - 4.24425 FF. - 0.4842 llrl. - e16.05 Lires - 2.0022 Fl. - 0.4441 ( (Eng.) 't;.-
~-. 














PRIX DE VENTE DES PRIDUITS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATIQUES AU: 15 AOUT 1979 
C O M B U S T I B L E S 
Prix en monnaies nationales 
I 
Gasoil chauffage (1.000 L)<1> Fuel 
Prix moyens 
Hors 
Droits Prix de Droits 
(2) 
lourd H.T.S. (tonne) 
Prix moyens 
Hors 
Droits Prix de 
~es ~ Taxes vente 
~s ~s 
vente 
BELGIQUE (FB) 890 6.820 7. 710 
DANEMARK (Kr) 655,00 1305,00 1960,00 
ALLEMAGNE (DM) 80,85 475,90 556,75 
FRANCE (FF) 323,20 867,80 1191,00 
IRELAND (t) 4,40 133,24 137,64 
ITALIE (Li res) 45,519 175.551 221.070 
PAYS BAS (fl) 116,86 428,30 545,16 
ROYAUME-UNI (t) 6,60 116,30 122,90 
(1) Livraisons unitaires de 2000 a 5000 litres 
(2) Livraisons inferieures a 24,000 tonnes par an 
100 3.490 3.590 
340,00 680,00 1020,00 
15,00 260,74 275,74 
0,80 612,00 612,80 
4,58 100,18 104,76 
1000 114,673 115.676 
15,08 244,02 259,10 
6,80 71,34 78,14 
.. 
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GRUPPO Df-L PORTAVOCE 
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PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
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Brussels, November 22, 1979 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.23 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
Latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December to 12th November 1979 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by65% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar> prices of the principal oil products (crude oil 
and imported finished products> increased by an average of around 56% 
in the Community; 
c> if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 124% instead of 56%. 
.,OULLETI~ PETROLIER C.E.E. No2~ 
01~_fAtAtA_eVLlfI1~-----~~-~. 
NIVEAUX I~DICATIFS HEBOOMAOAIRES DES PRIX HORS OROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INOlCATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COM,UNITY. f~'X'E$ AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) rrtr.,_ ,"Jt. 
Prix au: 12'ncivembre 1979 Prices at : . 12th November 1979 •. 
• Essence super Essence normale Ga soil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel r~siduel Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating ~il . ·. Residual fuel oil 
. 
' 
. S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 l S/1000 L S/100~)!2 
. 





BelgfU9. . .296 01 I 285·, 11 287,77 
. 
. 250;68 127,43 ~ .. 
.. 
. - ~ - ..;_ 1l L ~I'._ .::,-• • .•. , ! ' • lf" 
. . 
Denmark ~~- 256,00 246,58 292,70 259,76 139,29 
• · 280,55 
. 258,33 . 2!1,66 273,88 150,55 Germany . . 
.. 269,63 248,32 222,14 205,76 156,04 franct .. 
.. 
• 
. ·: ~05,30 ·. 306,07 268,31. 207;'1! Ireland · 296, 13 
Italy . 227,54 · 216,32 225,02 218,,84 ·:40 .. ~7 . . ' . 
. . 
Nl"therlar.ds .. • · 286, 13 271, 73 · 260,1·2: 2~i,34 . 141,57 . 
. 
•. . 
U.K. . f 295,98 ·287 ,96 296,99 . . 243,69 151,05 
C.E.E. , ' ,· 
a) ~oyenne/weighted . . 25i~b:: 272, 78 ·:;/i .. 35 237,70 ·; ':;., ,..f~~,,, 
average (2) I " I ....... 
b) variations en/in X 
... 
12/11/1'179/15.12.1978 · +42%' . +42% +48% +64t ... .. i +57% 
c) v~riation moyenne ~u~ l .. 
procuits ccncernes/ 
. 
weighted average on . . +56% 
• 







--· .. 1--·- +85~ ·- +88% +151% +151% +104% d) variations en/in X I I I I cotations Platts/ .. ·flAV? c~cta~ions _,c;'7';/1 .~;.197f . l'l!'i' __ ;> - \,,A~ 
Cl) ~iveau ces prix : ni'leau des prix le plus souvent pr."!t: :.;,.·ts et ainsi representatifs selon les meilleures estimations 
des ex~erts .des Etats membres du marche petrolier de ct., __ · ,: Etdt membre. 
Price level : price level ~ost often applied and thu; ~: :~nt~tiv~ ac~ording to the best estimates of the experts of 
the r:e--:ber states of the oil r.ia·rket in e.Jch r::~~er su-=~~. 
C2> La r.:oye:n~e resulte d'une pcnd.eration. des "-..a.ntites ;:i,,.;;0:-,..,,:·,s ce C\e1C~i? orcduit co:1cerr.e au cours cu 1er tri::iestre 1970 
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GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DFL PORTA VOCE 
BUREAU VAN OF WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
Bruxelles, 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.24 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA. STAMPA 
I 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
! 
29th November 1979. 
I 
The weekly o;l bullet;n, published by the Commission ori the initiative 
of Commiss;oner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation oi prices in.the Commun;ty. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
Fro• 31st December to 19th November 1979, the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
•> ·foe prices for the Community's average .external supplies of crude oH 
rose by65X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar> consumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil .and imported finished products to the extent 
that thP.y incr~ased by an average of around 60% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 120% fostead of 60%. 
• 
tir!fiftf'f'5ettifa . ·· · -~ M mrnz.-sm· Plrdft)t · anreaesa .. , 
. 
. (' 
BULLETIN PEiROLIER C.E.E. NO 24 
<"•• t: e C oqLLET1N . 
~:~=~~~!:~=~~--==-=====::::a. 
NIVEA~X INO!CATIFS HEBOO~AOAIRES OES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TA~SS A LA CONSOXMATION OANS LA co~~UNAUTE 
~EEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE CCM,UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au: 19 novembr~ 1979 Prices at: 19th November 1979. 
• Essence supt>r Essence normale Ga soil moteur Jasoil chauffage Fuel r~siduel 
. Premi~~ gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oll• !'ieating 9il - ·. · Re~ idtul ·ifu~t Otl 
. ! . S/1000 L $/1000 L 
-~/1000 L !/1000 L l ,11oob\9 , . 
.... - --~ .. ..,,_ 
.,r ·--
' . - . ..,-:_ .,. 
• . . 
Belghn 
.. 






....... . ..... . .... 
Cenll'latk ,. 260,23 250,66 297,55 264~06 141,59 
Gerr.\~hy . . • ·286,31 




Fr,nc• -· 274,52 252,81 226,16 209,48 158,86 •.· 
. . • 
.. . 
210,67 
Irdand · ·31o;ss ·301,21 · .. 314·;73 i721'95 




N, th er lands . . · · ·29o;s6 275,93 . ~ .264,,.15 ·., 234·,92 1.43, 7~. 
.. 
·1 s? ,41 
U.JC. f07, 17 298,8"6 
. 309,01 255,7_9 
. .- • 
C.£.E. . ' :. . , . .. 
~) ~oy~nnt/wtight~d 261;40 .. l~l,37 
. 244-,07 1~'.\.,83 278,96 
avera9t- <2) . 
-I i· b) ~ariations ~n/in X .. . I . -. -' .. ... 19 / 12 / H 7 9 ! 1 S • 1 2. 1978 . +45X +46X +51X +69ll ... +61% 
c) v~riation ~o~en~e sur . ' 
,; 
. 
prc~uits cc~cern~s/ . 
• 
. weighted average on . , . 
-- concerned proc~cts (2) +60% • . 
. t9/12/.~979/1S.~2.1978 -- . 
.. ,.,. \ 
. . 
. 
d) variJticns ~~,i~ X ---- .-=--
•· 
· +87% ___ l_ I cctJtic~s PlJtts/ .. +84X · i-145X +145% I +105% ~~atts c~:taticns ·~ 1 12/ ,c-;,,c: '"-~07 . 
(t) ~iveau ces prix : niveau des prix le plus souvent prati~,H~- ~, a:nsi representatifs selQn les meilleures estimations 
des ex;erts ,.jes Etats ~e,":'!bres cu r.iarche petrolier c!t> c:· ~,.;,;. :':!at r--cmbre. 
• 
Price level : p~ice level ~ost cften applied and t~~s r~.;:~~e~tativ~ according to the test e~ti~ate~ of the ex¢~rts of 
the re-.oer stJtes of tr:e oil :"!a·r'.<e: in eJch r.:e--:::e'" st.Ht. 
CZ> La ,. ,., .. r. ,.~ " r;,. s .... ~ a· ' . ,... " - . ., .., . .. • . • -..1~ ...... ......... ~ '"''"' ~.-.: ...... c:-r.; .. 1cn- ...ies ... :.r.···es' 
l,,.,i ~-- •1-,." The .Jvera::;~ results of -eig,tir.; t:-:e quant1ti:?s ccnsv ,., 
i 3~ c~ac~~ prcd~it co,cer~~ au cours du 1er tri~estrr 
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TALSMANDENS GRUPPE 
SP RFC HER GRUPPE 
SPOKESMAN'S GROUP 
GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 6th December 1979. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.25 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Commun;ty oil markets. 
From 31st December to 26th Ncvember 1979, the pdces of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by65% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) consumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil-and imported finished products to the extent 
that thP.y increased by an average of around 61% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 123% instead of 61%. 
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NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION .DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY lNDlCATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COM,UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au: 26 hovembre 1979 Prices at: 26t~ November 1979. 
• 
• Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel rfsiduel 
. Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating Qil . ·. Residual fuel oil 
· ! · S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 kg 
. ' 
. . - / -·--- ·-
e,tgf UI ·· · ,,, , 302 04 , 291,s3 29j~63 · • .. ··--:_. _ ~.250,88 -- 136,69 
• • ·~ ,t .. :._ , 1 -.? ~. I ~ :• o .i I ,, , j s ,. 1 t • f µ ' • ' ' .,. --- - ··· .. 
Denmark . . -· .. . 261,11 251,51 297,59 . 264,95 142,07 
. . . ,. '· 
Germany . · • ·287, 14 264,39 · • · 288,28 .. 286,00 1.54,09 · 
franc, ·· 275,63 253,84 2~7,08 . 2)0,33 159,5) .. 
Ireland · · · : "3f1,;g5 · 302,48 ~ ·316;06 274,10 • 211;5'~ 
Italy . ·,230;12 · 218,76 227 1 56 • 221,57 148,3.1 • 
Netherlands · · . : ·. · ··291 :1s 277 ,06 .· .:i65-,2~ · 235',88 . 1'44~35 ,; 
u K. • .• 102,67 , 294,48 ' 304,54 . 252,04 155, 10 l 
• • • ' ': 'i li 
C.E.E. · ' , . ·;.r ~ 
• ,t, 
' 
~> inoyenne/weighted 278,44 267,26 ·· 26i;39 244',71 154,22 -~· , i 
average (2) · · ·· · ' ·· ··· · ~ 
b > var i a t ions en/ in X · ... 
26/11/1"79/15.12.1974 · +45% ... +46%: +51% +69:t ·-· ·-. +62% j• ·, , 
cl v.11Hation moyenne sur · ' · '•i · 
procuits ccncernes/ 
• weiahted averaae on . . 61 % • 
- - .. 
-- concerned products (2) 
• ·26/11L'l979/15.12.1978 -- .r • • ·· ·•• \ • 
d) varia~icns en/in X _·--- · ·· ~~--·· . · +89% 1 · -'148%. I +148% I. +108% 
cot3t1ons Platts/ -
Platts c~ctations 
__ ::.,:26::c,.:l...:1..:.1~/....;.'t ..... <:_?';._;,l:...,1:.,~~-... ~~.,.....:..19~1:...i'".__-....... _-------L---------.:......,---------....... -· ______ _._ _________________________________ , 
(1) N;veau ces prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratioves et ainsi representatifs selon les meilleures estimations 
des ex~erts .des Etats membres du marche petrol ier de ch;.;que Et.:it mer.ibre. 
Price level : price level most often applied and thus r~:,resentative ac~ordin; to the best estimates of the experts of 
the r.e:-:ber states of the oil r.ia·ricet in eJch r.:~oer Stilt,·. 
C2>_ La~t:".oyen:-;e resulte d'une pcnd.eration. des ~ ... ar.tites c,,;r1JO!"· ... e1;1-; de \:;·,ac;..o? prcd1..it co:ieerr.e au cours cu 1tr tri!:'ltstre 10 ... 
~hi·averag~ results of we1ght1ng the quant,t,~s co~~u~ed tor each oroduct concerned during the first quarter of 1~ 
• 
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MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 13th December 1979. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 26 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 3rd December, 1979, the pri~es of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows·: 
1> FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 65% as .1 result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
count des; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) consumer prices for the principal oil products· reflected 
increases in price for crude oil ~nd imported finished products to the extent 
that they increased by an average of around 68% in the Community. 
c> if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
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b) variations en/ih I 
3/12/ 1979115.12. 1978 
c> v~riatioh moyenne sU~ 
procUits ccncernes, 
• weiohted aver3de on 
·-- con~erned prodGtts (2) 






























Prices at: 3rd .December 1979. 
Gasoil ~oteut IGasoil chaUffagf 
Automotiv~ diesel oil Heating 9il 
S/1000 L S/1000 L 
·. 
68% 














































~) ~~~t;:~~:'!~;i~l,s -- ,---'=-'-----. · 1 I I I 
cbtations Platts/ · · 
L 3ffii~?~~~~~~i-~~~197it, +91% ~:_:!~;.---·--. _ +146;: +146% +119% 
\ 
(1) ~iveau ces prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent rf'jti~u~§ @t ainsi representatifs selon les m~illeures estimdtions 
des ex~ert s .d~s Eta ts membres du marche petrol ier tl..,: &lia~U@ Et1t mernbre.. . 
Price level : price level ~ost often applied a~d tf~~ t!Bf~le~~ative ac~ording to the best esti~a\es ~f th! ~i~!ftij if 
the r.e-.ber states of the oil r.icl"rket in e.1ch ~e'.':l~t·: stF1ie~ 
(2) La r.-oye;n~e resulte d'une pcnd,erlatto,f.des ~va.n;.titf?_s_co~·,j;::~JJ1.~"' choCi.,~ prcduit co:icerr.e au colJfS eu 1@F £Fiffi@i*" 
The averag~ results of we1ghfiflt, t. ·· quant1t1s.s v ·,,v: -~ri f~r eia,h prcduct concerned ~h,ring the 1irst quart@" 
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Brussels, 20th December 1979 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 27 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 10th December79the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
1) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 92 %as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) consumer prices for the principal oil products· reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the extent 
that they incraased by an average of around 66 % in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
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NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBD~~AOAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION ,DANS LA COM~UNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDlCATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COM,UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 








Gasoil moteur IGasoil chauffage 
Automotive diesel oil He~~in~ ~il. 
S/1000 L t/1000 L 
f'uel res;duel 
















b) variations ~n/in X 
10/12/1979/15.12. 1978 
c) v~riation moyenne sur 
procuits ccncernes/ 
• weighted average on 
-- - concerned products (2) 
317,22 
250,62 
• · 291,97 
282,75 
. ·: _j12~44 
23q,52 
. ·.····. 304~ 72 
f 309 ,89 
284,24 










+ 48 % 
292,30 
286,56. 





·.· ~ -279-,57 · 
311,84 
2.68,05 

















+ 73 ¥ 
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. . . .. 
211~96 
154,~5 
. 154, 1-9 
158,42 
• . _( 
163, 1"3 ·, 




•· ·10/12f.i979/15.12.1978 ___ --. ~-· _l I I 
cotations Platts/ + 95 % + 97 % . + 139 %- + 139 % + 121 % Plat~s c~ctations L 101121,,c;-?1115 ~., 197 ~.. ··-_________ ..__ _______ ..1-----------
(1) Niveau ces prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent p1 jLiQ~~s et ainsi representatifs selon les meilleures estimations 
des exi:-erts Jes Etats membres du marche petrolier c; ch~que Et.it membre. 
Price level : price level most often applied and tr.;_; n::,resen'.ative according to the best estimates of the experts of 
the r.e~ber states of the oil na·rket in ec'.lch m~~e,. ;::"t,::~ 
(2) La r.:oye:~:--.e resulte d'une r.cnderation. des '1,:..2r:tites '::y sc,--,~es C0 ch.;c ... ~ prcd!..it co:icerr.e au cours dJ ier trbeHi-l.l 1""" 
The .:iveragc results of \.:eighting the quant1ti-2 s >::e;u··cd tor ea~~ product concerned during the 'first quarter of• 
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Brussels, 10th January 1980 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 28 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relat;ng to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December to 17th December 1979 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows : 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 92% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) consumer prices for the principal oil products· reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the extent 
that thP.y increased by an average of around 69% in the Community. 
c> if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 124% instead of 69%. 
.ffN PETROLI[R C.~.i 
01L~~~~~,~~~~b~~!l~-----·~-: 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBD~~ADAiRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COM~UNAUTI 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CON~UMER P~lC~$ LEVELS IN THE COM~UNlTY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUitb (\) 
Prix au: 17 decembr~ 1979 Prices at : .17th December 1979. 
---" 
' 
Essence super Essence normale Ga soil moteut Gasoil chauffage Fuel re~idutl 
Premil.llll gasoline ReijYL,r 9asoline Automotive diesel oil Heat i n9 9il - Re~i~liin. fuel oil 
~'10QQ t- ,,1.aao kg . ! 111QOQ L J/1000 I,. • lilQ,QO L. 
~-' .. ' -. - ~- .. , ~-- ... -.---·· - ' • • a-\.~".;'"· ·''<-~v;..c,: .......... -..• ~ ·,..;;,, - --~--: .... ·~~"-~:..--·"" 
,,,..,,.,•c-" 
! .. 
- ~-~ ,:~ - ,. "" ~ . . , ---~,_.,.. ...... . . ~- ._., ·~- .. 
---
. ~--
,,iti'8 ·, J~Q;~O 101,,, · ·1,,-,~a ; ._ 1,1,;s ,iiitii . r 
- . 
2t4,91 .. 11iili P.!nm~r.~ ·-· 2,60,Uf H1 ,it jQ~;,6 ; 
~,,~~n., ~-~-95 . i1t,.,l • ft,1' ' ~98,$~ 1.+1,00 . .. . , . . .,1a , 
f Ftnf.t 
-. 
~66,Q.9 ~,,,,., 111,Ml 220,00 176;$9 
·. "320·;0, • . . irt\~nd t )i §",J) JDl,34 ·277 ,60 214;26 
H~i1 Jn,ss U1 1 :39 2lQ;29 224,i3 161,Si+ 
. 
. ' 252 24 Bs~lb ' Nf thtrl~n4, . ·lbt,~? .,.,, •• . :tea,stJ . - ., 
u"'' 





;,J,@, i . .. ' 
~) ~ettAn'-l~ei9hted . . . .. ; 254,,20 1&.7; H 2@7,77 li'";,6\ ~72,34. 7·· -:- ~. 
fvftf"g' <Zl . i ., ..... 
,l ~fri~tions en/in X ... 
17/12/1979/15.12. 1978 · +49~ +51% +57% .+?f:i%- ·- +75* 
cl v~riation rnoyenne sur : 
RF~~Yit~ ccncernfs, 
. ~•1;ht~g ~verage 9n +69% . 
' 
. 
--- ~!)nc:erri,e products (U • 
• H/121.ij1j/15.12.1<Jfl - ~ -
d) variatiQ~~ ~n/in I ·- -. _ __.:.:_--... ----. 
.+98% __ J_· +137~ I +137% I +1211 cotati~~$-e(~,,s1· · - +96% Platts c~otJt1~ns ,i-,,1-. ,.1C7';/ Ii; 1? '!971' . 
(1) Niveau ces ~F,~: niveau des prix le plus souvent pt?1tqvj$ rt ainsi repr~sentatifs selon Les meilleures estimations 
des ex;:-eq~ o@!S El~O ~~~r-es du mare he petrol ier q~ .::fi?JJ~ Etat membre. 
Price leve\ : price level ~ost often n;.:plied and thi,.·; rtpr~scr;'.tativ~ accordin; to the best estimates ot the e-xperts of 
the r.e-:ber states of t_he oil ::ia·ri<et in e.:lch r.:e,-:'.!:)fit' ~~;'j}~,_ .. 
<2> La r.oy:n:-.e resulte d'une pcnd.erotion. des c.:... 2.nti"~:;; ::-:·~,s('."'-·/•c:1 ,~"": c~ . .;;c;...~ prcdi..it co:ic~rr.:4 ~Y t~t))"~ d.~ 1tt tfi~t$tf• ;· 
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SPOKESMAN'S GROUP PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
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INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
GROUPf- DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
Brussels, 17 January 1980. 
COMJIIIISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 29 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
Prices for petroleum products without taxes 
from_ 31 _ December 7~ to 7 _January 1980 the prices of crude oil and 
. 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
. 
rose by1Q9Xas a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) consumer prices for the principal oil products· reflected 
increases in price for crude oil .and imported finished products to the extent 
that thP.y increased by an average of around 84% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterda• spot prices, the 




two tnois ·wlrich· ;ndi'Cate: at:· ·,St,'h Octuber' 1'979 consvt11Pt:i'ort JM"ices l...ts 
mnt 'Gf.ten u.sed, im:h,.ding· t:ne&t f'Or -· of, the· prin-Oiln! :petn,hull· 
pro~s.·4n die fflMlleT': st:ata:af 't'fte,· COntlnurrity-. 
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BULLETIN PETnot ·~R c.E.E. NO 29 
OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN • 
============================== 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBOO~ADAIRES DES PRIA HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUME[: PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. \ AXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
.• ---- --------··' '~-Prices at : 7th January 1980. Prix au: 7 janvier 1980 










C .. E.E. 
a) I • h <2> moyenne we,g ted average 
b) variation moyenne en produits 
concernes/weighted average on 
concerned products 7.1.1979 / · 
15.12.1978 
c) Variation moyenne en produits 
concernes / Weighted average on 
concerned products 7.1.1979 / 
15/12/79 
d) Variations en/in% cotations 
















Regular ga~oline Auotmotive diesel oil I Heating oil 
1/1000 L S/1000 L 1/1000 
346,51 324,58 285,76 
253,53 307,79 276,92 
276,90 306, 11 311,36 
307,65 280,15 263,13 
' . 
307,39 321,19 278,55 
273,67 278,39 271,36 
307,30 297,96 265,82 
316,62 330,56 278,65 
290,58 298,51 284,55 
"" 
+sax +72% +961 
+ 841 
+98% +1481 +1481 
~ " -·.,~-~ 
Fuel re~ ...i~l 













(1) Niveau des prix : niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs selon les meilleures estimations des experts 
des Etats membres du marche petrolier de chaque Etat membre 
Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative according to tbe best estimates of the experts of the member 
states of the oil market in each member state. 
<2> La moyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites consommes de chaque produit concerne au cours du dernier trimestre 1978 et des 
3 premiers trimestres1979. The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first thri 
quarters 1979 
I -. ·-- , •. _._ -·-----
rRIX POUR 1.000 L ( en monnaies nationales) 
Essence Super .. 
Prix Moyens 
Hors 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PE ku,. ., 
PRIX PRATIQUES AU: 15 O(Ts>i!ftg 1?]j 
C A ~ 8 U R A N T S 
Essence Normale 
Prix Moy~ 
Prix de Hors :::<.:: Taxes ~ s vente ~ Taxes ~ es " 
. 
' 
HLGIQUE (FB) 11.190 8.610 19.800 11.150 1.3,0 
DANEIIARK (Kr) 2.473,27 1.356,73 3.830 2.464,15 1,.315,15 
ALLERAGNE CDN) 562,IO 504,60 1.067,40 557,62 464,78 
FRAlfCI (ff) 1.912,1 1.137,20 3.0SO 1.792,70 1.047,30 
IIL.WI (t> 119,89 148,35 268,24 119,44 14J,'9 
ltALII (Lires) 410,661 189.332 600.000 400.008 179';992 
PAYS-BAS 679,58 572,42 1.252 674,40 543,60 
ROYAUME-UNI (t) 114,40 142,70 257)10 114,00 138,50 
Taux de change au 15.10.1979 ; 
Gasoil tr.oteur 
Prix moyens 
Prix de Droits Kors 
vente 
--- ~ ..-"'faxes s 
19.500 4.560 8.190 
3.780 705,48 1.554,52 
1.022,40 537,08 506,72 ,_. ~ 
2.840 1.063, 10 936,90 
263,33 57,94 150,45 
580.000 54.770 ,18? .230 
1.218 313,62 520,38 
252,50 127,23 142,87 















1 fcu = 40, 13760 FB - 7,25718 CD - 2,49516 DM - 5,85463 F, ~ 0,165709 t Irl. - 2,76178 Fl.- 1.15~,59 Lir•t - 0,643051 l angl. 
i 
Prix en aonn1ie1 nationales 
• 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATIQUES AU: 15 OCTOBRE 1979 
Gasoi l (1) Fuel lourd H.T.S. (tonne)<2> . chauffage (1.000 L> 
I 
·-
; Prix moyens Prix moyens 
Droits Hors Prix de ;:> Hors Prh de 
~. ~ vente Droits vente <::: s Taxes 
BEGUQUE (FB) 900 7 .110 8.010 329 3. 711 4.040 
DANEMARK (KR) 670,12 1.379,88 2.050 340 740 1.080 
. 
ALLEMAGNE (DM) 81,36 479,80 561,16 15 266,43 281,43 
FRANCE (FF) 323,20 867,80 1.191 0,80 613,50 614,30 
.. 
lRLANDE CU 4,40 130,39 134,79 4,58 100,46 105,04 
ITALIE (Lire$l 53.395 177 .413 230.808 1.000 116.852 117 .852 
PAYS-BAS (Fl) 123,07 462,80 585,87 15,08 283,22 298,30 
ROYAUME-UNI 6,6 117,00 123,6 6,83 71,31 78,14 
(1) Livraisons uni~ai res de 2_000 • 5000 litres 
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TALSMANDENS GRUPPE 
SP RFC HE RGRUPPE 
SPOKESMAN'S GROUP 
GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO rJEL PORTA VOCE 
BURf'_AU VAN DE ,~OORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.30 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDEUNG AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 24 January 1980 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
- Prices for petroleum without taxes 
From 31st December 1~78 to 14 January 1980 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose. by 109%as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) consumer prices for the princip.al oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the extent 
that thP.y increased by an average of· around 86% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 124% instead of 86%. 
2. 
'' 
' . ;; 
Sellingrpfice of petroleum produets 
I 
The Petro\eum Bulletin No. 30 co.ntains amongst other things, annexed, 
two ta9~,es which incticate at 15~-~,November 1~79 consumption price l~vels 
most oftery used, including taxes, for each of the principal petroleum 
products, 1n the member states oti:~he Commun1.ty. 
These ,iri~es, expres~ed in the n,tional cur~ency of each Member State.~, 
(with 1n 1ndication ~t the given date of the rate of exchange against 
the dollar and the ~·uropean Unit)( of Account) are made up by adding on 
'' 
the one hand the price less tax (estimated en a weekly basis in each of 
the Commi~sion's Petroleum Bulletins) and the various charges and t~xes 
in force in each Member Country~·: 
·-=---·--·--·---." '---··--·--··-- ·-·--·---· 
BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. 
OIL=E.E.C.=BULLETIN======= 
NO. 30 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMP.DAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS INTHE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au: 14 janvier 1980 Prices at : 14th January 1980. 
Essence super· Essence normale Gasoil moteur I Gasoil chauffage 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
1/1000 L 1/1000 L 1/1000 L 1/1000 
Belgium 358,03 345,48 335,81 297, 10 
270,29 ' 262,83 315,96 285,20 Denmark 
Germany 299,21 275,93 309,11 317,26 
France 328,89 306,54 279,15 262,18 
Ireland 318,96 309,37 323,26 280,34 
Italy 296,84 285,21 285,50 278,45 
Netherlands 321,68 306,49 297,17 265,11 
U.K. 332,20 325,58 333,33 280,98 
C.E.E. 
a> Moyenne/weighted average (2) 317,40 291,99 301,15 287,83 
b) variation moyenne en produits 
concernes/wei~hted average on +65% +59% +73% +99% 
··concerned products 14.1.1980 
' 
15.12.1978 
c) Variation moyenne en produits +86% 
concernes/Weighted average on 
concerned products 14.1.1980 
15.12.78 
d) Variations en/in% cotations 
Platts quotations 14.1.1980 +96% +100% +144% +144% 
15.12.78 . . 
Fuel residuel 















(1)Niveau des prix : niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatffs selon Les meilleures estimations des experts des 
Etats membres du marche petrolier de chaque Etat membre. 
Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative according to t~e best estimates of the experts of the member 
states of the oil market in each member state. 
(2)La moyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites consommes de chaque produit concerne au cours du dernier trimestre 1978 et des 3 





... - --~.~ ..- ... - ... -.....:..---... : ~ .. __ .. ___ _ 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS 
PRtX PRAJ1Q\J§S AU: 15 NOVEMBRE 1979 
Prix pour 1.000 L (en monnaies•nationales) • 
C A R B U R A N T S 
Essence Super Essence Normale 
-
Prix Moyens Prix Moyens 
Droit Hors Prix de Droits Hors ~ vente ~~ Taxes s X 
~ .... 
BELGIQUE (FB) 11. 190 8.620 19.810 11.140 8.320 
DANEMARK (Kr) 2.473,27 1.356, 7.3 3.830 2.464,85 1.315,15 
ALLEMAGNE (OM) 562,82 504,78 1.067,60 557,68 465,22 
FRANCE ( Ff) 1.912,80· 1.137,20 3.050 1.792,70' 1.047 ,30 
IRLANDE Ct) 119,89 148,35 268,24 119,44 143,89 
ITALIE (Li res) 410.668 ·189 .332 600.000 400.008 179.992 
PAYS BAS(Fl) 679~58 572,42 ·1.2s2 674,40 543;60 
RvYAUME-UNI U:) 114~4 141,6 256,0 113,8 137,6 
. 
'··-
Taux de chaooe au 15 .11.19,79 
..,_~ .._ .. __ __._ .• · ~-..... ..:.:.rtr'de ere5 ec en 
Gasoil Moteur 
I Prix moyens 
"· 
Prix de Droits Hors 
vente - ~ 
-
Taxes Taxes 
' 4 .59·o 19.460 8.380 
3.780 673,85 1.546,15 
1.022,90 537,09 506,81 
2.840 1 .• 063,30 936,90 
263,33 57,94 150,45 
580.000 54.770 187.230 
1.218 313,62; 520y36 
251,4 127,2 141,8 












1 eeu = 40,2~81 FB - 7,33754 CD - 2,48l23 OM - 5,8221 ttf ~ 0.,670031 ll IRL. - 1.153,89 LIRES - c,76126 FL -,0,652907 t ANGL 
Prix en monnaies nationales 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATIQUES AU : 15 NOVEMBRE 1979 
C O M B U S T I B L E S 
Gasoil chauffage (1.000 L) <1) Fuel Lourd H.T.S. (tonne) (2) 
Prix moyens 
? Hors z Taxes s 
BELGIQUE ( FB) 920 7.300 
DANEMARK (KR) 640,17 1379,83 
ALLEMAGNE (DM) 82,26 494,40 
FRANCE ( Ff) 323,20 867,80 
lRLANDE (ll) 4,40 130,39 
ITALIE CL ires) 54.079 182.298 
PAYS-BAS ( FU 123,07 462,80 
ROYAUME-UNI 6,6 116,80 
-
(1) Livraisons unitaires de 2000 a 5000 Litres 
(2) Livraisons inferieures a 24.000 tonnes par an 
Prix moyens 







8.220 100 3.900 4.000 
2.020 340 740 1.080 
577,66 15 276,99 291,99 
1.191 0,80 663,80 664,6 
134,79 4,58 100,14 104,72 
236.377 1.000 122.027 123.027 
585,87 15,08 283,22 298,30 
123,40 6,83 71,83 78,66 
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GROUPc; DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO D~L PORTAVOCE 
BURC:AU VAN DF: WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 31 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 31st January 1980. 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Com~unity oil markets. 
Prices for petroleum without taxes 
From 31st December to 21st January 1980 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 114%as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar> consumer prices for the principal oil products· reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the extent 
that thP.y increased by an average of around 89l;in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 115% instead of 89%. 
Selling price of petroleum products 
The Petroleum Bul Let;n Nb. 31''"' contafos amongst other things, ar::mexe.ar 
two tables which indicate at 15th December, 1979 consumption price lev,els 
most often used, includi;ng taxes, for each of the prim:i,pa,t petroi;e.11111· -
products i.n ·the member sta-tes.-;0f the~ Community. 
These prices, expressed in the nat'ional currency of e.a-ch .Member States, 
(with an i:ndication at tbe given date •Df the rate of exchange ag.ai:,rnst 
the dollar and the European ,Jllrtit,i l>f Accowtl are made up by adding oo 
the one hand the price Less tax (c~sti.mated on a weekl, basis in ,eacil ,of tile,-




~ULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E~ 
OIL E.E.C. BULLE~ N 
================:; .,"':======= 
Nt,. 31 
NIVEAUX ·INDICATIFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOfllMATION DANS LA COfllMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS INTHE co,r 'NITY. TAXES AND ~UTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au : l1_janvier 1980 Prices at: 21st January 1980 • 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur l Gasoi l chauffage 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoli~e Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L 1/1000 
Belgium 356,11 343,64 334,01 295,51 
Denmark 268,76 261,35 314,17 283,59 
Germany c.. .-.r".t. · 318,s;: 295,17 327,00 315,43 -
. 
France 327 .• 1.~ 304,95 277,70 260,82 
Ireland 318,('7 308,51 322,36 279;56 
Italy · 296,10 284,50 284,79 277,76 
Netherlands 320,29 305,17 295,89 263,97 
U.K. '" ·353,65 344,71 354,80 302,54 
C.E.E. 
Moyenne/weighted average<2> ~6,16 
. . 
..., . ',· _, 
a> 305;42 309,48 289,63 
b) variation moyenne en /in X f 




. ...: ·,· 
c> Variation moyenne en produits 
concernes/Weighted average on 
+ 89% concerned products 2i~Q1.1980/ " __ ,:-, 
15.12.78 
d) Variations en/in X cotations 














' . -~ . '""'-' . ;· 
189,69 





(1)Niveau des prix : niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs selon les meilleures estimations des experts des 
Etats membres du marche petrolier de chaque Etat membre. 
Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates of the experts of the member 
states of the oil market in each member state. 
C2)La moyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites consommes de chaque produit concerne au cours du dernier trimestre 1978 et des 3 
premier trimestres 1979. The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first 3 quarte1 
1979~ 
_______ ...., _____ ...,_.'"""---'--'----"'...1~.._.· ..... - ... ~ ~- e ,.,.-
,rix pour 1.000 L <en monnaies nationales> 
. ;-,* -- - - ~~~-::..:.~~ ;_· -.. ~ .... ;·:.__.. . .-..~-~-·-.. ~ ..... ,. 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLlER~ 
PRIX PRATlault AU: 15 DEC~MBRE 1979 
C A R B U R A N T S 
Essence Super . Essence Normale 
Prix Moyens Prix Moyens 
Gasoil Moteur 
Prix moyens 





FRAIHI ( Pn 
llft.Mlft (t) 
lfAlIE (l irri) 
fi»AYS BAS(Fl) 
ivY.MN~I U::) 
- - :...· .. · .. :._' .. .... 
-~ '. 
laux ~- ~Jr,oge : 
vente 
----Taxes vente Taxes 
- --raxes 
-
Taxes s Taxes 
-- .. 
. 
11.300 9.300 20.600 11.250 8.950 20.200 4.580 8.330 
2.481,69 1.398,31 3.880 2.473,27 1.356,73 3.830 694,05 1.645,9S 
563,87 512,83 1.076,70 ssa,1s 473,45 1.032,20 540,18 530,52 
1.917 ,:30 1.620, 10 3.080 1.797,20 1.072,80 ·2.870 1067,60 962,40 
119,89 148.,35 268,24 119,44 143,89 263,33 57 ,-94 150,4S 
410,668 189,332 600.000 400.008 179.992 580.000 54.770 187.23() 
682,63 589,37 1.272 677,45 560,55 1.238 31/;,28 540,72 
-
114· 60 ., 143,00 - - 251;l>o 111, 139, 10 · 253;10 127.,30 ·143, 10 
. , ., . 
AU 17.12.197'1 
1 I= 28,215 Fl - S,3835 Cb - 1,7368 Dfll - 4.,064 FF - 01 4697 IUAL .... 113 LIR'ES - 1,914 FL - 0,4538 l! ANGL. 
1 ecu = 40;3295 F8 - 7,6949t Cb - 2,48252 DM - ,,80394 F.f. • 0,671379 l! lRL. - 1.1~2,07 LIRES - i,13~ FL. 















PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATIQUES AU: 15 DECEMBRE 1979 
C O M B U S T I B L E S 
Prix en monnaies nationales 
. Gasoil chauffage (1.000 L> (1) Fuel lourd H.T.S • (tonne) <2> 
Prix moyens 
. I 
% Hors Droits s Taxes 
BELGIQUE (FB) 910 7.250 
DANEMARK (KR) 660,37 1.479,63 
ALLEMAGNE (OM) 86,49 519,30 
FRANCE (FF) 327,90 894,10 
IRLANDE (U 4;40 130,39 
ITALIE (Lires) 50,101 182.454 
PAYS-BAS (Fl) 126,67 482,80 
ROYAUME-UNI (t) 6,60 118,40 
(1) Livraisons unitaires de 2000 • 5000 litres 














Droits Hors Prix 
~ ~ de Vente es 
100 4.290 4.390 
340 800 1.140 
15 294,72 309,7t. 
0,80 731,50 732,3( 
4,58 100,14 104, 7i 
1.000 132.719 133.719 
15,08 298,22 313,3( 
6,83 73,35 80, 1l 
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GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DFL PORTAVOCE 
BURcAU VAN [Jc WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.32 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 7th February, 1980. 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
Prices for petroleum prdducts without taxes 
From 31st December to 28th January, 1980, the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 122%as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) consumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the extent 
that thP.y increased by an average of around 87% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 97% instead of 87%. 
Cost of Crude oil supply 
Bulletin No. 32 contains, inter alia, a table in Annex which shows, by 
member state and for the Community as a whole, the quarterly development of 
average cif crude oil supply prices since the beginning of 1977. These 
average cif prices, obtained through the application of a 1976 Council 
Directive and a Commission implementing decision of 1977, stem from -0il 
company declarations received by the Commission via member states. This 
information covers at Least 85% of crude oil imports and includes Local 
crude production. It gives average quarterly costs for each type of crude 
weighted by quantities supplied and calculated using the official market 
rates of exchange to give the most representative supply cost indications. 
These figures can not be directly compared with the percentage increases in 
FOB prices shown below which, as in each weekly bulletin, represent an 
estimate of the average fob price increase between two specific dates, 
calculated for the C~mmunity on the basis of official prices established by 
OPEC and the normal crude oil supply slate for the Community. 
-----~.,-w;•~· 
.>llllETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. 
OIL:E.E.C.=BULLETIN====-== NO .. 32 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS INTHE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au: 28.janvier 1980. Prices at : 28th January 1980. 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur I Gasoi l chauf fage 
Premium gas.ol ine Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
1/1000 L 1/1000 L 1/1000 L 1/1000 
Belgium 366,66 354,60 332,59 294,25 
Denmark 289,80 282,41 312,87 282,41 
Germany 328,6: 305,56 337,27 314,21 
. 
France 326,22 304,05 276,88 260,05 
Ireland 316,04 306,54 320,30 277,78 
Italy 295,28 283,71 284,00 276,99 
Netherlands 318,32 303,29 294,07 262,35 
U.K. 349,17 340,34 350,30 298,71 
C.E.E. 
a) Moyenne/weighted average<2> 327 ,28 310,40 311,50 288,26 
b) variation moyenne en /in % 
28.01.1980/15.12.1978 +70% +69% +79% +99% 
. 
c> Variation moyenne en produits 
concernes/Weighted average on 
concerned products 28.01.1980 +87% 
15.12.78 
d) Variations en/in X cotations 
Platts quotations 28.01 .1,980 +73% +76% +118% +118% 
15.12.78 
Fuel residuel 














)Niveau des prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs selon Les meilleures estimations des experts des 
Etats membres du marche petrolier de chaque Etat membre. 
Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates bf the experts of the member 
states of the oil market in each member state. 
)La moyenne risulte d'une pondiration des quantites consommes de chaque produit concerne au cours du dernier trimestre 1978 et des 3 
premier trimestres 1979. The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first 3 quarters 
1979. 
-·--. 
- ' ··~ .. 
'; 
~rim77 
~. ·). Q 77 
.. frim 77 
(i;d Q 77 
3eTrim 77 
3rd Q 77 
4eTrim 7i 
Ltth Q 77 
1eTrim n 
1st Q 78 
?.eTrim 7f 
;~:,d Q 78 
3eTrim 71 
3rd Q 78 
~ =Trim n 
l. h Q 78 
' f rri m 7~ 
': . t Q 79 
;/Trim 7S 
2nd Q 79 
3eTrim 7S 
3rd Q 79 
BULLETIN PETROLIER cee NO. 32 
EEC OIL BULLETIN NO. 32 
Prix C.A.F. mayens de L'approvisionnement en petrole brut de La Communaute 
en Spar paril. 
Average c.r.c. prices of Community supplies of crude oil in g per barrel • 
.. .. 
BEL DEN GERM FRAN IRE ITAL NETH U.K. 
EEC 
. S/bbl Index(1) 
Indice 
' 
12,82 13,70 13,65 13,47 13,54 12,$6 13,41 13,40' 13,35 96,3 
12,98 13,90 13,81 13,;81 13,77 13,04 13,84 13,80' 13,66 98,5 
13, 71 13,81 13,99 13,97 13,8~ 13,20 13,89 13,80 1:;,1; ; ~9,..4 l 
I } 
13"89 13,91 '14, 13 14,, 17 14,0t 13,24 13,94 13,75 13,86 I 99,9 
I 13,89 13,58 14,05 14,13 14,0~ 13,17 13,95 13,70 P' AO t??';: .., ... 
I 
13,85 13,87 13,82 14, 18 14,01 13,14 13,87 13,67 13,75 Ci), 1 
13,83 13,79 13,35 14,25 13,9: 13,13 13,80 13,67 13,75 99,1 
13,95 13,92 14,04 14, 19 13,8! 13,29 13,84 13,83 13,8.7 100,0 
14,70 15,12 15,12 14,84 14,8( 14,29 15,01 14,85 14,81 106,8 
16,65 18,20 18,44 17 ,11 16,6~ 16, 71 17,36 17,82 17,'48 126,0 
20, 10 22,42 22,35 21,32 20, 1t 20,81 21,58 21,78 21,53 155,2 
(1) Base 4e Trirnestre 1978 = 100 
Basis 4th Quarter 1978 ~ 100 
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GROUPE DU PORTE~PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.33 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 14th February, .1980. 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
Latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 19_78 to 4th Februcry 1980 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 122%as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) consumer prices for the principal oil products· reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the extent 
that they increased by an average of around 87% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in Line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 93% instead of 87%. 
• _(IN PETkOLIER C.E.E. 
OIL=E.E.C.=BULLETIN::::::: NO. 33 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS OROITS ET TAXES A LA CQNSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS INTHE COMMUNITY. TAXES A~D DUTIES. EXCL4DED (1) 
Prix au: 4 fevrier 1980. Prices at: 4th Fe~ryary 1980. 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur I Ga soi L chauf f age 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L 1/1000 -
Belgium 364,30 352,31 330,45 292,36 
Denmark 287,91 280,57 313,58 283,33 
Germany 329,34 306,43 . 337,93 311,01 
. 
Franct- 323,75 301,74 274,78 258,08 
Ireland 313, 76 304,33 317;99 275,78 
Italy 294,64 283,10 283,39 n6,39 
Netherlands 327,45 312,52 305,56 273,93 
U.K. 349,71 341,06 352,21 300,34 
C.E.E. 
a> Moyenne/weighted average<2> 32i,24 310,81 312,03 287,1~ 
b) variatiQfl 1119,)'enne en /in X 
4.02.1980/15. t2·.1.978 +70% +69% +79% +98% 
c> Variation moyenne en produits 
concernes/Weighted average on 
concerned products 4.02.1980/ 87% 
15.12.78 
d) Variations en/in X cotations 
+75% +79% +109% I +109% Platts quotations 4.02.1980/ 15 .12. 78 ....... , .. ·---·'·· 
,., -\ .! . -4 • 
Fuel residuel 














(1)Niveau des prix : niveau des prix le plus souvent ~ratiques ~t ~i·•Ji r~~·csentatifs selon Les meilleures estimations des experts des 
Etats membres du ~arche petro1ier de chaque Etat membre. 
Price level: price Level most often applied and thus repr' .. "·< .. :.~· .. ,. :"cording to the best estimates of the experts of the member 
states of the oil market in each member state. 
(2) La moyenne resul te d' une ponder at ion des quant i tes consof,,;,.{t ~ ' r:: ~,ua i:,rodui t concerne au cours du derni er t rimest re 1978 et.~s 3 
premier trimestres 1979. The average re>vHs 0f weigh~int th·: ,~aj,;;.,iti,?~ concerned during the .. ast quarter 78 and the first 3 QU£i1·, 1 
. . 19· 
' 
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INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 




Brussels, 21st February, 1980. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.34 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relatiDg to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 11 February 19~the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows : 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 122r.as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) consumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the extent 
that thP.y increased by an average of around 88% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 99% instead of 88%. 
~ ~iTIN PET~OLIER C.E.E. NO 34 OIL_E.E.C._BULLETIN_______ • 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOM,DAIRE~ PES PRIX HOR~ DROITS ET ;AXES-A lA, CONSOMMATION DANS LA, COMMVNAUTE 
wEEKLY 1ND1cATivE coNsuriiiER PRicEs LEvEt:.s 1NrHe toMMuNnY. rAxEs A·No DuTies excLl{i>eo c1> 








; . , , · ~ . "! r , ;~ t l • 1(:· 
Netherlands 
u.it 
c~e.e. . . , ,.: 
',· ;'.,, ,,.,it'·''"·' ,.,.,, (2) 
a> Moyenne/weighted average 
b) ; ' '; ' .' '' :'f '' : ' ' \ var, at,19.n moy~nne e!:I /; n X 
: , , J I ..f ~ •. ( : ,·. ., i , _ ., 
11.2.1980/15.12.1978 
~> Vari~tion moyenne en produits 
concern~s/Wejghted average on 



































Prices at: 11~h.February, 1980. 
Ga soil ,,10teur l Ga soil chauf fage 
Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
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__ .• +113% I +113% I +98% __ 
1 .•. 
(1)Niveau des prix :mniv,au, des prix le plus souvent ,pratiques ,t ~-.-.,;·i 1·,:r :sentatifs selon Les mei lleures estimations des experts des 
Etats membres du marche petrolier de chaque Etat membre. ,r~",' ,< .,. : ·<!!1.,:-; 
Price level : price level most often applied and thus repr~~e·,cat~ve according to the best estimates of the experts of the member 
, .. ,state~,of the oil market in.e~ch member state. .,,,,1,,, .... ·~ ·,.r:,c,q;.rn L• . , ...• , , •.• w",._,. 1 it ii'.,~; 1 , ~;,,i, (2)La moyeni:ie resulte d'une pondera.ti':)1\ d~e 9~~9tjtes ff?9~9f\'Nt}f. .. ~:; .. ,,;fl:9fHJ~:PfO,du-it con~er.r;i.e; ~u c~rs1d~ :9.fJFl,irr ;tri~~str,~ic 1.,?,8 et-, d,, 3 
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TALSMANrJFNS GRUPPE 
,; P R F C: H c R G R U R P E 
•,POKf-SMAN'S GROUP PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE . 
PRESS-RELEASE . 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
(iROUPf- DU PORTE~PAROLE 
C,RUPPG IJI-L PORTA VOCE 
llURf-f,U VAN IJF WOORllVOERDER 
Brussels, 28th February, 1980. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. :~s 
-
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to18 February,1980 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 122Xas a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
c_ountries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) consumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the extent 
that thP.y incrt'ased by an average of around 81'.SO%in the Community. 
c) if these pdces had been ;n line with the Rot·~erdam spat prices, the 
figure would have been 98% instead of 87 .so:t. 












Selling price of petroleum products 
. ~; 
· The Petrol~um Bullet in No. 35 c~ntains amon11st other things, 
annexed, two tables which indi c·a-t~ at 15th 'January, 1980" consumption 
price levels most often used, iti,duding taxe·s, for each of the 
princi~al petroleum products in the member states of the Community. 
These prices, expressed in the national currency of e~ch Member States, 
(with a-fl indication at the given date pf the rate of exchange against 
the dol+ar and the European Unity of Account> are mad, up i>y adding on 
the one ha"d th.e price less tax (estimated on a weekly basis in each 
of the Commission's Petrolum Bulletins) and the different charges imposed 
in each Member Country • 
.. 
ce»r a ZHre ,~.~·-~~ ... :::c~ ............ - ... , , e+~ tt2t2·· 
.............. - -..-.---~,- - .... -T 01 a·e • err-• 
BULLETIN PETROLIER c._.E._ w._3S. 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS El TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE (1) 
Prix au : 18 fevrier 1980. 
I Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteu'r Gasoil chauffage 
S/1000 LC2) i/1000 L (2) S/1000 L (2) l/1000 (3) 
Belgique 390,01 374,80 340,82 302,60 
Danemark 296,30 288,94 323,91 293,54 
Allemagne 333,23 310,25 340,13 311,97 
France 324,78 302,70 275,65 258,90 
Irlande 315,63 306,14 319,89 277,42 
.. . 
Ital ie . 295,73 279,13 284,44 277,58 
Pays Bas 329,85 314,82 307,81 275,94 
Royaume Uni 340,67 331,95 346,18 302,82 
e.e.c. 
a> Moyenne (5) 327,31 311,68 312,97 288,87 
b) Variation moyenne en X +70X +70% +80% +100% 18.2.1980/15.12.1978 
c) Variation m~yenne en produits 
,.""'-"'rO.,.l"\Ac +81,..50%. "-"'"'"""-"'' ... _ 
18.2.1980/15.12.1978 
I . •· 
a) Variations en X cotations Platts +81X 18.2~1980/15.12.1978 +85% +111X +111% 
.... 
Fuel residuel 












(1) Niveau des prix: niveau des prix le~plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs selon les meilleures estimations des experts 
des Etats membres du marche petrolier de chaque Etat membre. 
(2) Prix a la pompe 
(3) Prix poyr livraisons de 2.000 a 5.000 L. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inferieures a 2.000 tonne~ par mois ou inferieures A 24.000 Tonnes par an. 
(5) La moyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites consommes de chaq~ produit concerne au cours du dernier trimest~e .1978 et des 
trois premiers trimestres 1979. .., 
i 
i 
·--------------·-·· -~ ----··· 
--· ·- -- ----· -· - --- ·---------=~ 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATIQUES AU: 15 janvier 1980 
ri1 pour 1.000 L (en monnaies nationales) 
C A R B U R A N T S 
-·-~ 
,. Essence Super • Essence Normale Gasoil Moteur 
n.« 
Prix Moyens Prix Moyens Prix moyens 
Droi t Hors Prix de Droi ts I Hors . 1-p-· - d Droits Hors ~ ~ Droit r,x e ~ ~ Taxes vente Taxes_ ~ vente s Taxes 
--
BELGIQUE (FB) 11.410 9.990 21.400 11.360 9.640 21.000 4.750 9.37'0 
DANEMARK (Kr) 2.481,81 1.448,19 3.930 2.473,39 1.406,61 3.880 704.,16 1.695,84 
ALLEMAGNE (DM) 564,03 514,07 1.078,10 558,83 474,07 I 1,032,90 )40,72 534,68 
FRANCf ( ff) 1.945,70 1.324,30 3.270 1.825,70 1.234,30 3,060 1.0<;6 1.124,-
IRLANf>E (t) 119 ,89 148,35 268,24 119,44 143,89 263,33 57,94 150,45 
ITALIE (U res) 416.561 238.,439 655.000 414.9'.30 225.0511 640.000 60.666 229.334 
I 
PAYS BAS(Fl) 737,93 610,07 1.348 732.,74 ;;~1,;z6 · 1.314 321,40 563,~0 
I RuYAUME-UfU (t) 115,40 148,40 263,80 114,90 !44,5\l l 259,70 128.,30 149,60 I 
I [ ' .. 
Taux de change au 15.1.1980 
1S = 27,9025 FB - 5,3645 CD - 1,7178 OM - 4,0265 FF - 803,25 lires ·· 1,8965 Fl; - 0,4013 t angl. - 0,4651 t Irl. 










!!" ~ • 
211,. ;o 
• 
PRIX D£ VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS 
-
PRIX PRATIQUES AU: 15 JANVIER~ 
t O M B U S T I B L E S 




~ Hors Droits s Taxes 
BELGIQUE (FB) 970 8.290 
DANEMARK (kR) 670,48 1.529,52 
ALLEMAGNE (DrO 90,24 548~10 
FRANCE (FF) 356,30 1.055,70 
IRLANDE U.> 4,40 130,39 
ITALIE CL ires) 59,908 223.932 
PAYS-BAS (fl) 130,27 502,80 
ROYAUME-UNI 6,60 123,50 
. 
(1) Livraisons unitaires de 2000 • 5000 litres 
(2) Livraisons inffrieures • 24.000 tonnes par an 
. 
Prix. moyens 
Prix · Droits Hors Prix de ~ ~ de Vente Vente es 
9.260 100 4. 701 4.801 
2.200 340 990 1.330 
638,34 15 325,33 340,33 
1.412 0,80 807,00 807,80 
134,79 4,58 100,14 104, 72 
283,84( 1000 153,674 154 674 
633,07 15,08 313,22 328,30 
130,10 6,83 . 81,04 87,87 
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GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BURf- AU VAN Of- WOORDVOERDER 
PRISSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
6th March, 1980. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 36 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 25 February, 1980,the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 122%as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) consumer prices for the principal oil products' reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the extent 
that thP.y increased by an average of around 89% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 





OIL E.E.C. BULLEl.IN NO. 36 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 










a> Weighted average (5) 
b) Weighted average in% 
25.2.1980/15.12.78 
c) Weighted average on 
concerned products 
25.2.1980/15.12.78 
d) Variations in% 
Platts quotations 
25.2.1980/15.12.78 
25TH February, 1980. 
,Premium gasolinE 













.Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
S/1000 L (2) S/1000 L (2) S/1000 (3) 
370,27 336,71 2~ 
286,18 320,81 2~ 
306 ,62 336,15 3( 
315,23 294,68 2; 
337,53 396,12 31 
276,13 281,39 2· 
311,03 304, 11 2· 
332,80 356,46 3 
316,97 328,30 2' 
312,03 317,23 2 
70% 82% 103% 
89% 
86% 105% 105% 
Residual fuel 
S/1000 kg (4) 
93% 
100% 
(1) Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates of the experts of the 
member states of the oil market in each member state. 
(2) Pump Prices 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 ~ 5,000 Litres: 
(4) Prices for deliveries Less than 2,000 tonnes per month or Less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
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GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DE-L PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 13th March, 1980. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 37 
The weekly oil bulletin, publ;shed by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards COIIIIUR'l-ty oil •rkets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 3rd March, 1980,the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows:: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 122%as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax Cdol lar>' ·consumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the extent 
that thP.y incre,,ased by an average of around.· 87% in the Community. 
c> if these prices had been in line with.the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 99% instead of 87X • 












OIL E.E.C. BULLEl"IN N0.37 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 












cl) W . h d CS) e,g te averag~ 
b) Weighted average in% 
3.3.1980 /15.12. 78 
c) Weighted average on 
concerned products 
· ~. 3. 1980· / 15 .12. 78 
d) Variations in% 
Platts quotations 
3.3.1980 /15.12. 78 
,Premium gasolim 












Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
S/1000 L (2) S/1000 L (2) S/1000 (3) 
366,18 ~32,98 295,6~ 
313,09 327,48 296,89 
303,25 332,45 301,00 
311,98 291,65 275,29 
340,20 408,70 304,24 
272,62 277,81 271,15 
326,21 311,57 280,21 
336,20 357,70 317,63 
310,90 315 ,·51 290,32 
69% 81% 1 n1 0/ 101% 
87% 
86% 110% 110% 
Residual fuel oi 













(1) Price Level : price Level most often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates of the experts of the 
member states of the oil market in each member state. 
(2) Pump Prices 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 Litres· 
(4) Prices for deliveries Less than 2,000 tonnes per month or Less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
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SP RFC HER GRUPPE 
SPOKESMAN"S GROUP 
GROUPE OU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 20th March, 1980. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.38 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 10th March 1980,the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 122%aS a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) consumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the extent 
that thP.y increased by an average of around 84% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 































OIL E.E.C. BULLElIN N0.38 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices at : 10th March 1980. 
10.3.1980 /15.12. 78 
c) Weighted average on 
concerned products 
10. 3. 1980· / 15. 12. 78 
d) Variations in% 
Platts quotations 
10.3.1980 /15.12. 78 
,:; 
,Premium gasoline 

























Automotive ~iesel oil Heating oil 














Residual fuel oil 













(1) Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates of the experts of the 
member states of the oil market in each membftr state. 
(2) Pump Prices 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 li~res· 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per month or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
(5) The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979. 
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GROUPE' DU PORTE-PAROLE 
c, RUPP O 11 I· L PORT AV O CE 
BURc'AU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.39 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 27th March, 1980. 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1918 to 17th March, 1980the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars : 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by122%as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
count des; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) consumer prices for the principal oil products· reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the extent 
that thP.y increased by an average of around 79% in the Community. 
c> if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 95% instead of 79%. 
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OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 39 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 










a) Weighted average (5) 
b) Weighted average in X 
17.3.80 /15.12.78 
c) Weighted average on 
concerned products 
~7.3.80 ·/15.12.78 
















Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
S/1000 L (2) S/1000 L (2) S/1000 (3) 
349,21 317,55 28 
320,80 316,52 28 
292,60 319,93 28 
298,20 2?8,76 26 
323,83 339,51 28 
258,82 263,74 25 
310,66 296,72 26 
326,27 344,82 30 
299,68 301,77 27 
63% 73% 91% 
79% 
83% 102% 102% 
, Residual fuel oil 
S/1000 kg C4> 
81% 
100% 
(1) Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates of the experts of the 
member states of the oil market in each member state. 
(2) Pump Prices 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres~ 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per month or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
(5) The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979. 
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GROUPF DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 2nd April, 1980. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 40 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formatio~ of prices in.the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 24th March, 1980the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars : 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 




the pre-tax cnnsumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the extent 
that they increased by an average of around 79% in the Community. 
if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 




























OIL E.E.C. BULLElIN NO. 40 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices at : 24.3.80. 
~ 
n X i~~1;,q- /15.12.78 
Nji~~,i~ ay~r~~,·eR 
~Rpt~rr~~ prodijct~ 
~4.3.$0 ·/15.12. 78 
' ;,: ~ . 






























Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 















Residual fuel oil 
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(1) Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates of the experts of the 
member states of the oil market in each member state. · 
(2) Pump Prices 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres: 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per month or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
(5) The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first three quarter~ ~~79. 
